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ABSTRACT— Most of the VLSI applications, such as
DSP, image and video processing, and microprocessors use
carry select adder(CSLA) for arithmetic functions. One of
the existing solutions used in SQRT CSLA is replacement of
second level RCA by BEC. Though increases the
performance, very less percentage of improvement in
reduction of area and power dissipation. And also the
existing adder with BEC technique is not suitable for low
power applications. Hence this paper proposes Special
Hardware using Multiplexers (SHM) design in place of
second level RCA. It is observed from the results that the
area and power dissipation are reduced at comparable
percentages with respect to the RCA and BEC techniques. In
this paper we proposed an ALU that consists of Multiplexers
adder and Logical Blocks like AND, OR, XNOR. Two
4X1multiplexers and one 2X1 multiplexer are used along
with 8T full adder or 10T full adder using GDI technique.
An 8-bit ALU consists of carry select adders to reduce the
ripple in design, and square root carry select adder is used in
place of linear carry select adder to reduce propagation
delay. The final 8 bit ALU can be designed with square root
carry select adder and sub blocks with GDI technique can
reduce the power consumption by reducing the no of
transistors. This proposed logic is designed in transistor
level using 0.12μm technology in the Micro wind tool.
Key Words: Cary Select Adder, Regular SQRT CSLA, GDI,
SHM, ALU
I. INTRODUCTION
Design of any Low power VLSI circuit with less area and
high speed has become a main concern for digital designers.
Building low power VLSI systems has emerged as highly in
demand because of the fast growing technology in mobile
communications and computation. The battery technology
does not advance at the same rate as microelectronics
technology. There is a limited amount of power available for
the mobile systems. So designers are faced with more
constraints such as high speed, high throughput, small
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silicon area, and at the same time, low power consumption.
So building low power, high performance adder cells are of
great interest [1]-[5]. To reduce the power and area
requirements of the computational complexities, the size of
transistors are shrunk into the deep submicron region [6] and
predominantly handled by process engineering.
There are several Adder designs have been proposed to
reduce the power consumption. Logic minimization not only
results in better system throughput but also results in low
power consumption designs. In digital adders, for speeds up
the operation Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) is modified as
CSLA. To achieve more speed CSLA is replaces by SQRT
CSLA.
The arithmetic logic unit (ALU) is one of the main
components inside a microprocessor. It is responsible for
performing arithmetic and logic operations such as addition,
subtraction, increment, decrement, logical AND, logical OR
logical XOR and logical XNOR. An ALU is a digital circuit
that performs arithmetic and logical operations. We have
designed ALU using 4Xl mux, 2Xl mux and an 8T full
adder. Here all the blocks in ALU are designed using Gate
Diffusion Input (GDI).
This brief is structured as follows. Section II presents the
detailed structure and the function of the BEC logic. The
SQRT CSLA has been chosen for comparison with the
proposed design as it has a more balanced delay, and
requires lower power and area. The delay and area
evaluation methodology of the regular and modified SQRT
CSLA (SHM) are presented. Section III explains about GDI
technology. Sections IV describes implementation of
proposed ALU using efficient carry select adder. The ASIC
implementation details and results are analyzed in Section
V. Finally, the work is concluded in Section VI.
II. SQRT CSLA
In digital adders, for speed up the operation Ripple Carry
Adder (RCA) is modified as CSLA. To achieve more speed
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CSLA is replaced by SQRT CSLA. The CSLA is used in
many computational systems to alleviate the problem of
carry propagation delay by independently generating
multiple carries and then select a carry to generate the sum
[8]-[9
However, the CSLA is not area efficient because it uses
multiple pairs of Ripple Carry Adders (RCA) to generate
partial sum and carry input Cin=0 and Cin=1, the final sum
and carry are selected by the multiplexers (mux).

Fig. 2: Second block of SQRT CSLA with BEC in second
level RCA
The structure of a 4-b BEC is shown in fig.3 and Functional
block of CSLA with BEC is shown in fig.4.

Fig 1: Block diagram for a 16-bit SQRT CSLA
The structure of the 16-b regular SQRT CSLA is shown
in Fig 1. In general the complete SQRT CSLA is divided
into different blocks. Block size and the number of blocks
depend upon the size of SQRT CSLA according to the
SQRT technique. From second block onwards, each block
contains three different levels, first level is ripple carry adder
with input carry zero, second level is ripple carry adder with
input carry one and the third level is multiplexer which is
used to select one of the ripple carry adders output according
to the previous block carries. The disadvantage in SQRT

CSLA is more area requirement as it uses two Fig 3: A 4- bit BEC
levels of RCAs.

I. BINARY TO EXCESS ONE CONVERTER
(BEC)
For achieving better area efficiency Binary to Excess-1
Converter (BEC instead of the RCA with cin =1 in order to
reduce the area and power consumption of the regular
CSLA. To replace the n-bit RCA, an (n+1)-bit BEC is
required. Second block of 16-bit SQRT CSLA with BEC
logic is shown in fig.2. One input of third level multiplexers
is the output of first level RCA and another input is BEC
output. This produces the two possible partial results in
parallel and the multiplexer is used to select either the BEC
output or the direct inputs according to the control signal
Cin.

Fig 4: Functional block of CSLA
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Fig 5: Boolean expressions of the 4-bit BEC
Fig.5 illustrates how the basic function of the
CSLA
is
obtained
by
using the 4-bit BEC together with the mux. One
input
of
the
8:4
mux
gets as it input (B3, B2, B1, and B0) and another
input
of
the
mux
is
the
BEC output. This produces the two possible
partial
results
in
parallel
and the mux is used to select either the BEC
output
or
the
direct
inputs
according to the control signal Cin. The
importance
of
the
BEC
logic Fig 7: A 2-bit RCA using conventional full adders
stems from the large silicon area reduction when
the
CSLA
with
large
Table 1: Comparison between 2-bit RCA and
number of bits are designed. The Boolean BEC
expressions
of
the
4-bit
BEC
is listed as (note the functional symbols NOT,
&AND, XOR) in fig.5. The 16-bit SQRT CSLA
using BEC is shown in fig.6.

Fig 6: A 16-bit SQRT CSLA using BEC
A 3- bit BEC uses two XOR, one AND, one NOT
gates, which takes 32 transistors overall whereas
2-bit RCA, which is the basic block in place of 3bit BEC takes 56 transistors. 2-bit RCA using
conventional full adder is shown in fig.7A 3-bit
BEC is shown in fig8. Comparison between 2-bit
RCA, 3- bit BEC is shown in table1.
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Fig. 9: Second block of SQRT CSLA with SHM
in second level RCA
.

Fig 8: Transistor level 3-bit BEC

ii.
SPECIAL
HARDWARE
MULTIPLEXERS (SHM)

USING

Though BEC technique reduces area and power
but not up to considerable amount and also the
design is not suitable for sub threshold level
modifications. The 16-bit SQRT CSLA using
BEC in its second level requires 792 transistors.
There is a scope to reduce the number of
transistors along with the area reduction and
power dissipation reduction by using proposed
logic. For the implementation of a 16-bit SQRT
CSLA, 736 transistors are required by using
proposed logic.
The proposed logic implementation for second
level RCA is Special Hardware using Multiplexers
(SHM) as shown in fig.9. In this the inputs are
applied to first level RCA. And the output of RCA
is applied to second level SHM and then to third
level multiplexer. Third level multiplexer selects
either RCA output or SHM output according to
the previous carry
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A simple 3-bit SHM is shown in Fig.10.and logic
expressions of SHM shown in below the figure. A
simple 3-bit SHM requires 3 multiplexers to
implement b0, b1, b2 are the inputs to the 3-bit
SHM and the x0, x1, x2 are corresponding
outputs. SHM will take first level RCA output as
input and appends its value by one. 3-bit SHM
uses three multiplexers and three inverters. First
inverter gives the first output bit x0 basing on
input bit b0 and that output will be used as select
line for the first multiplexer. First multiplexer
passes either second bit b1 or inversion of second
bit b1to the output because first inverter output
acts like a carry to the second bit. First multiplexer
gives the second output bit x1 and that will be
used as second multiplexer select line. Basing on
x1 output bit and b1 bit second multiplexer
generates carry for input bit b2. One input to the
second multiplexer is b1 and second input is
grounded which will be selected when it is
connected as select line to the third multiplexer.
Third multiplexer passes third bit or inversion of
third bit to the output according to the previous
carry bit. This logic can be extended to any
number of bits. It is implemented for second block
with two inputs under consideration.
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function

of

the

CSLA

is

obtained

by

using the 4-bit SHM

Fig 10: A 3-bit SHM

Fig 13: A 16-bit SQRT CSLA using SHM
Fig 11: Boolean expressions of the 4-bit BEC

III. GATE DIFFUSION INPUT (GDI)

Gate diffusion input (GDI) - a new technique of
low-power digital combinatorial circuit design - is
described. This technique allows reducing power
consumption, propagation delay, and area of
Fig 12: A 3-bit SHM using CMOS logic
Using CMOS logic 3-bit SHM is implemented and
is shown in Fig.12. A 3-bit BEC uses two XOR
Gates, one AND Gate and one inverter where as
3-bit SHM uses three multiplexers, three inverters.
XOR Gate requires 12 transistors and AND Gate
requires 6 transistors in CMOS logic. But a single
multiplexer requires 6 transistors. From the Table
I, it is observed that number of transistors reduced
by 25% when compared to existing logic. For
large number of inputs SHM is more
advantageous. Fig.13 illustrates how the basic
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digital circuits while maintaining low complexity
of logic design.
Gate Diffusion Input Technique here one of the
inputs are directly diffused into the gates of the
transistors of N-type and P-type devices so it is
called as gate diffused input technique. Gate
Diffusion

Input

technique

reduces

power

dissipation, propagation delay, and area of digital
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circuits. This method is based on the simple cell. function using GDI cell. Low swing problems will
A basic GDI cell contains four terminals they are arise, because we apply inputs directly to the
G (common gate input of NMOS and PMOS sources of P and N transistors. N transistor weak
transistors), P (the outer diffusion node of PMOS to pass logic high and P transistor weak to pass
transistor), N (the outer diffusion node of NMOS logic low. When transition occur from the high to
transistor), and D (common diffusion node of both low at the P transistor source and the low to high
transistors). So it can be arbitrarily biased at at the N transistor source, low swing problem will
contrast with a CMOS inverter. The GDI cell arise. To avoid that demands special emphasis is
structure is different from the existing PTL that 50% of the cases, the GDI cell operates as
techniques. The GDI method is based on the use regular CMOS inverter, which is widely used as a
of a simple cell as shown in Fig.14

digital buffer for logic-level restoration. In some
of these cases , when Vdd=1 without a swing drop
from the previous stages, a GDI cell functions as
an inverter buffer and recovers the voltage swing.

IV. PROPOSED ALU DESIGN
Here all the blocks in ALU are designed using
Gate Diffusion Input (GDI). Table2 shows the
Fig 14: Basic GDI Cell

truth table for the operations performed by the

TABLE 1: BASIC FUNCTIONS USING GDI ALU based on the status of the select signals
Table 2: Truth table of one bit ALU
CELL

AS there is a scope to reduce power, area and
delay using GDI cell technique A simple GDI cell
is shown in Fig.14. We can implement any bullion
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ALU is designed using multiplexers and full adder
circuit and shown in fig.15. The input and output
sections consist of 4x1 and 2x1 multiplexers and
logic is implemented by using full adder. A set of
three select signals have been incorporated in the
design to determine the operation being performed
and the inputs and outputs being selected. Figure
3.13 shows the block diagram of 1-bit ALU using
two 4x1 multiplexers and one 2x1 multiplexer.
The

complement

SUBTRACTION

of

B

is

operation.

The

used
full

for

Fig 16: Eight bit ALU using 8 transistor full

adder

adders

performs the SUBTRACT operation by two’s
complement method
An eight bit ALU using ripple carry adders
takes more propagation delay.

The speed of ALU is limited by propagation of
carry. To reduce the carry propagation the
proposed design using carry select adder is
implemented.
Fig 15: A 1-bit ALU
i.

1-bit

ALU

USING

ADDERS

RIPPLE

CARRY ii. DESIGN OF ALU USING MODIFIED
SQRT CSLA

An 8- bit ALU is formed by connecting The proposed technique with 10-transistor full
eight 1-bit ALUS in series. 8-bit ALU using 8- adder is applied to 8-bit ALU and corresponding
transistors is shown in fig.16.

circuit diagram shown in figure

and for 8-

transistor full adder, circuit diagram shown in
fig17
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Otherwise it requires 106 Transistors with BEC
technique. The number of transistors required for
block3 is only 146, for block4 are 194 and for
block5 are 242 when SHM is used. Otherwise
block3 requires 158, block4 requires210 and
block5 requires 262

ransistors with BEC

technique. Using SHM for the implementation of
a 16 bit SQRL CSLA 736 transistors are required
where it requires 792 transistors with BEC
technique. Finally the complete second block
of16-bit SQRT CSLA with BEC and SHM is
implemented

using

CMOS

technology

and

observed the results and are shown from Table 3.

table 3: comparison of second level 2- bit rca, 3bit bec and3- bit shm implemented using cmos
Fig 17: Eight bit ALU using modified SQRT
CSLA

technology

V. ASIC IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS
In the designing of 8 bit ALU using efficient carry
select adder, all the blocks of 16-bit SQRT CSLA,
second level of second block such as 3-bit BEC
and 3-bit SHM are implemented in Dsch2.6c –
Logic Editor and synthesized in Micro wind 2.6aLayout Editor under 0.12um technology with 1.2
volts as logic high voltage.

Design of 8-bit ALU using efficient carry select

The total number of transistors required for the adder is speed advantageous than the 8-bit ALU
using ripple carry adders. ALU using efficient
complete block 2 is only 98 when SHM is used.
carry select adder gives 42% advantage for 10
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transistors adder and 46% advantage for 8
transistor adder. Corresponding results are shown
in Table 4

Fig 18: Wave forms of 8- bit ALU for 8- transistor full adder
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